Autel MaxiIM608 Read PIN Code for Dodge Smart Key

This test report feedback from our customer real test project, he use this new product Autel MaxiIM608 to read PIN code for Dodge smart key. And here is another test report: Autel IM608 All Keys Lost Programming for Range Rover Evoque 2013.

Operation Procedures:

Connect Autel IM608 to vehicle, then enter menu to select “Dodge”

Select “Smart Mode”
Turn the ignition on.
If it is old pre 2006 model, please give priority selection to “Manual Selection” or “System Selection”!

Establishing vehicle communication
Select “knob-style smart card”

Switch the ignition off and then on again, make sure the engine off.
Establishing vehicle communication...

Switch the ignition off and then on again, make sure the engine is off.
Establishing vehicle communication...

Then you will get the PIN code: 8095
Done!